SUBMISSION OF FOLLOW-UP DOCUMENT TO THE UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE IN RELATION TO THE CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON THE SIXTH PERIODIC REPORT OF DENMARK (CCPR/C/DNK/CO/6)

On 15 August 2017, the UN Human Rights Committee requested Denmark in its concluding observations to provide the Committee within one year with follow-up information in response to the Committee’s recommendations relating to paragraphs 20 (domestic violence), 24 (solitary confinement) and 32 (rights of aliens, including migrants, refugees and asylum seekers).

Denmark provided the Committee with a report containing follow-up information on the above-mentioned recommendations on 19 July 2017.

On this background, the Danish Institute for Human Rights – Denmark’s National Human Rights Institution (DIHR) hereby submits the following comments on the follow-up information provided by Denmark on 19 July 2017.

Please be advised, that the following comments should be read in conjunction with the follow-up report submitted by Denmark.

COMMENTS REGARDING RECOMMENDATION 20:

Psychological violence

Regarding Denmark’s efforts to effectively combat domestic violence, DIHR would like to emphasise that the UN CEDAW Committee in its concluding observations on Denmark’s eight periodic report (2015) repeated its concern that Denmark has no explicit provisions to ensure the protection of women from psychological violence. On this basis, the Committee recommended that Denmark should adopt a legislative framework that explicitly provides for the protection of women from
psychological violence, in line with article 33 of the Istanbul Convention\textsuperscript{i}. However, the Danish Ministry of Justice states in a state report to the Group of Experts on Action against Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (2017)\textsuperscript{ii} that article 33 of the Istanbul Convention on psychological violence does not require change of legislation as it is already criminalized in sections 245(2)\textsuperscript{iv}, 260\textsuperscript{v} and 266\textsuperscript{vi} of the Danish Criminal Code\textsuperscript{vii}. Thus, the exercise of psychological violence is still not recognised as a separate criminal offense in the Danish Criminal Code and no concrete definitions of psychological violence have been developed.

DIHR would like to accentuate that the present state of play concerning Danish case law shows that psychological violence despite the legal possibility to apply the above sections is not recognized as a crime by the judiciaries. Studies of case law (2012-2013)\textsuperscript{viii} on sections 245(2) and 260 of the Danish Criminal Code shows that neither sections have been applied in judgements to state psychological violence against a current partner. Nor have the scant judgements passed on section 266 of the Danish Criminal Code against a former partner referred to the offense as psychological violence. Further, DIHR would like to draw the Committee’s attention to a recent Danish study (2016)\textsuperscript{ix} that indicates a specific link between psychological violence and killings of women by their intimate partners in Denmark.

In relation to para. 3 in Denmark’s follow-up report, it follows that the Director of Public Prosecution has issued binding guidelines for the police and the prosecutors on handling of criminal cases, including cases on domestic violence (guidelines on Interrelational Violent Crimes updated on 1 July 2016\textsuperscript{x}). In that connection, DIHR would like to note that these guidelines do not entail information or relevant case law regarding threats and other forms of psychological violence.

Further, it follows from para. 6 in Denmark’s follow-up report that the Director of Public Prosecution has developed binding guidelines on how the police and prosecution service must handle cases concerning restraining orders, exclusion- and expulsion orders.\textsuperscript{x1} DIHR, however, notes that these guidelines do not refer to psychological violence.

**COMMENTS REGARDING RECOMMENDATION 24:**

**Children placed in isolation**

In relation to the numbers concerning children placed in isolation, DIHR would like to draw the Committee’s attention to the fact that recent figures by the Danish Director of Public Prosecution shows, that children suspected of criminal activities in 15 cases was placed into isolation during the year 2016.
Further, the numbers show that one out of the 15 cases was conducted with no legal basis in the Danish Administration of Justice Act. Additionally, nine of the 15 cases was inconsistent with the Danish Administration of Justice Act.\textsuperscript{xii}

The Danish Director of Public Prosecution stated in April 2017 that he found the use of isolation in the cases unfortunate, and requested the local police in question to follow up on the cases. Furthermore, he stated that he intended to closely monitor the area during 2017.

COMMENTS REGARDING RECOMMENDATION 32:

**Non-refoulement in cases concerning children**

In relation to Denmark’s assessment of non-refoulement in cases concerning children DIHR would like to inform the Committee of the following practice that has come to the attention of DIHR:

According to information received by DIHR accompanied children is generally not heard individually in the asylum procedure (exceptions might occur on a very limited basis), but parents are instead asked about their child’s potential conflicts if returned.

The result of this procedure is that if the child has experienced a conflict relevant for the asylum case, but unknown to the parent (e.g. if the child is homosexual and has not informed his/her parents) or the child risks inhumane treatment etc. from the parents or with the parents’ consent (e.g. if the parents plan to allow their girl-child be circumcised), a sufficiently thorough assessment of the child’s risk of refoulement is not properly ensured.

**Immature unaccompanied minors**

It follows from para. 45 in Denmark’s follow-up report, that all unaccompanied minors, who are assessed to be mature enough for the asylum proceedings, have access to an individual asylum procedure.

In this connection DIHR would like to emphasise that in accordance with Danish Aliens Act (section 9 c (3)(1)), children who are deemed immature to undergo an asylum procedure will not have their asylum claim processed until a later stage where they are deemed sufficiently mature. They can be granted a residence permit as an unaccompanied child, if they will be in an emergency situation upon return to their country of origin. But if they e.g. have contact to family relations at their country of origin, they cannot be granted this residence permit. They can however also not be returned, as their asylum claim has not yet been processed.
NGO’s have reported to DIHR that they have become aware of examples of children in the asylum process, who are not granted a temporary residence permit under the special regulation for unaccompanied children, e.g. because they have family in the country of origin. They therefore remain in the asylum centres until they are sufficiently mature to undergo an asylum process. The NGO’s report that this is an amendment in practice, as the children previously were allowed to live with relatives or be part of normal society, whereas the authorities state that no amendment has taken place.

Regardless, the consequence is that the children will remain as unaccompanied in the asylum facilities for children, awaiting being mature enough to have their case handled by authorities. The group reportedly concerns some 26 children as young as 9/10 years old.

Yours sincerely,

Christoffer Badse
Department Director, Monitoring
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